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Academic Vice President," said Christo-

Assistant News Editor

pher Johnson.

The trip was designed to provide
students the opportunity to be exposed

While the recent turmoil between

to the history and culture of Russia, while

Crimea, Ukraine and Russia has affected

also attending classes that focused on the

the global political climate, it was not
expected to also directly affect Fairfield
students.
During this spring semester,

as

many as six Fairfield students registered
and planned to participate in a weeklong study abroad trip to St. Petersburg,
Russia. However, due to the rising conflicts and violence in Crimea, the trip was
cancelled.
Before the trip was scheduled to be-

political and historical implications of

I don't think we can be
too cautious when it comes
to our students' welfare. I
certainly understand the
disappointment, but it's the
university's responsibility
to ensure that we are not
potentially putting students
in harm's way.

Russia. This was the second year in which
the trip was cancelled; last year's cancellation was credited to insufficient student
interest.
Although the trip has been can-

ing to McFadden. He pointed out that the
trip has been a part of the university for
trip will continue for years to come.

- Christopher Johnson,
director of international
programs

reconsider their travel plans in light of

Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych is impeached by
parliament; Russian government refuses to acknowledge
the authority of the new Ukrainian Prime Minister,
Arseniy Yatsenyuk

Feb. 22,2014

+

Petersburg would be less likely, accord-

the past 20 years, offering hope that the

dated on March 14, urging Americans to

Timeline of
the conflict

that the possibility of future trips to St.

a travel alert to Russia due to the possible
danger of foreigners traveling to danger-

The Fairfield Mirror

celled twice now, this is no indication

gin, the U.S. Department of State released

ous regions. The travel alert was last up-

@fairfieldmirror ^M
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Foreign conflict hits Fairfield
By Atdhe Trepca

www.fairfieldmirror.com ]y|

Unmarked pro-Russian forces begin taking control of
government buildings in Crimea

Feb. 26,2014

"St. Petersburg is a beautiful city,

I

completely a European city, with world
class museums and historic sites, and
Fairfield will continue to go there so long

the current issues in those regions.

as I am director of Russian, East Europe-

"As director of international pro-

Johnson worked in collaboration

grams, the ultimate decision was mine,

with Dr. David McFadden on the details

but was made only after consulting with

of the program and on the task of having

Professor McFadden and the Office of the

to cancel the trip.

an, and Central Asian studies and teach

Russian President Vladimir Putin sends 40,000 troops to
Ukraine's eastern border, presumably to invade

March 13,2014

+

Russian history," said McFadden.
The program was set up so that each
READ ADMINISTRATION ON PAGE 3

Crimean parliament declares independence from Ukraine
and moves to join Russian Federation; the UN. later
invalidates this referendum on the basis of illegality

March 17,2014

i

President Barack Obama threatens additional sanctions
against Russian officials; Russia retaliates with entry bans
on American officials such 3C Speaker of the House John
Boehner

I

March 20,2014

±
After diplomatic talks between Washington D.C. and
Moscow, the Russian troops along Ukraine's eastern border
have begun to retreat

March 31,2014
Information reported by CNN, The New York Times
Colin Bell/The Mirror

Jennifer Calhoun / The Mirror

A study abroad trip to St. Petersburg was cancled because of Russia's involvement in the Crimea conflict.

'Take Back the Night' breaks the silence in sexual assault
By Jesse Erickson
Assistant Sports Editor

lit," said Quinones. "Not one spot is

dramatic monologues.

the walk.

oppressed by. By sharing their sto-

The group began their journey

more important than the other, but

"To plan the event, there's a lot

ries, Quinones and Porter said they

As the sunset deepened into

at the BCC Info Desk. They ven-

it's just taking the journey on cam-

of reaching out to people, thinking

hoped that the group would be able

the sky across Fairfield on Tues-

tured to the stop sign in front of the

pus and looking at it from the per-

ahead, trying to get support, trying

to feel comfortable and safe around

to get pieces from writers, trying to

one another. With each stop along

match that up with performers who

the journey, the event grew more

felt comfortable reading the pieces
from the writers," said Porter.

powerful, resulting in "snaps" in-

day, April 1, a group of Fairfield

Levee, to the path behind the field

students gathered in the Barone

hockey field and then to an area

spective that these things don't just
happen behind closed doors, these

Campus Center where they were

on the basketball courts. They then

things can happen in light, they can

handed candles and white ribbons.

traveled to the Quad, where two

happen in darkness, they can hap-

Together, this group was getting

students performed monologues,

pen anywhere."

ready to take a journey across the

then to the Stag statue and eventu-

campus and "Take Back the Night."

ally finished in front of the BCC.

stead of applause. Some even shed

"When someone writes something,

tears while relating to each person-

The event, which is planned

its very personal and sometimes

al story.

annually by the Gender, Sex and

it's hard to match with a performer.

Quinones said: "I hope that

As a group of about 40 stu-

These spots on campus were

Sexuality Commons group on cam-

Or, sometimes someone wants to

hearing these stories don't make

dents walked through the cam-

each chosen for different reasons,

pus, has been happening for sev-

write something and it's hard to get

you fear. The importance is real-

pus, stops were made along the

according to Astrid Quinones '14,

eral years. This year the walk was

izing that this can stop, we can be

way where members of the group

a mentor of the event.

planned by Samantha Porter '16,

it out."
The pieces were performed

as human beings."

shared personal accounts of sexual

"These are spots where some

who joined the group this year and

to help break the silence that the

assault, read poetry and performed

are not as well lit and some are well

performed her own piece during

victims of sexual assault often feel
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can actually help Ukraine
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GSS Commons creates safe space for students
CONT'D, FROM PAGE I

Porter and Quinones wanted to create
a safe space for those directly affected by
sexual assault and for those who had family and friends affected by sexual assault.
By taking a walk instead of sitting in an auditorium, the organizers wanted to create
solidarity amongst the group.
"Every step that you take, you're reflecting, you're thinking, you're wondering
what the next story is going to be and how
that story is going to impact your life," stated Quinones. "Walking gives us unity; you
might be affected by every story differently,
but you all walked."
At the end of the walk, the group came
together and spoke about the experiences
shared during the walk whether it be about
the story that was the most powerful, personal experiences, or just simply how to
comfort a friend or family member who
has been forced to deal with the effects of
sexual assault.
Freshman Alexandra Martin, a close
friend of Porter and Quinones and member of GSS, attended the event in hopes to
discover the best method of comfort.
"I've always wanted to support my
peers who have had to go through things
that I haven't had to go through," said
Martin. "The event helped me learn about
people I'm close to and it helped me have
a deeper understanding of them, but it
doesn't change how I view them."
Porter said that she couldn't have been
happier with the outcome.
"I think it was beautiful. I thought it
was real and I felt connected with every
person that was walking behind me," said
Porter. "And when we came back, we had
a discussion and I felt like every person in
the room wanted to be there and they were
concerned and passionate and it blew me
away."

Jesse Erickson / The Mirror

Students stand around the Stag statue and listen to a student performance as part of "Take Back the Night."

Your Career Starts Here
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Bar at the Levee sees low attendance through year

Robert Joyce / The Mirror
Students at the Levee participate in the weekly $2 Tuesday event. However, several beach students have trouble finding transportation to the Levee for events like these.

By Erin Wolfe
Contributing Writer
The Levee, Fairfield's oncampus bar, hosts a variety of beer
selections throughout the year to
those of legal drinking age.
Unfortunately, the beginning
of this year saw low attendance at
the Levee, according to bartenders Taylor Trenchard '14 and Katie
Gillette'15.
Due to a large number of seniors living off campus, it seems
to be that the low turnout coincides with the inability of Fairfield
Beach seniors to get to and from
campus safely.

Senior Francesca Romano
stated, "I would love to go to the
Levee for mug night and have a
few drinks. However, I do not
want to drink and drive. It is difficult to get a ride to and from the
Levee. I wish the school would extend a shuttle service to seniors at
the beach on senior mug nights."
Trenchard explained, "We are
still trying to bring in seniors from
both on and off campus and would
appreciate any feedback on how to
do that."
While transportation remains
an issue for many seniors at Fairfield, Bart Kallgren, program co-

ordinator for conference and event
management who also helps run
the Levee, said that financially the
bar is doing well, despite what the
bartenders describe as a low turnout.
"Seniors can go to the Seagrape, yes, but the 'Grape is the
'Grape. The Levee is your bar, so
take advantage of it," said Gillette.
In order to increase attendance, Trenchard explained: "We
changed the structure of our staff
by adding three student supervisors, myself, Hannah Patridge
['14], and Jessica Wyszynski ['14],
who have worked at the bar for at

least a year. We have added events
like $2 Tuesdays and listened to
student feedback about what beers
and events they want to see at the
Levee."
Although Kallgren said the
Levee cannot serve hard liquor
due to the terms of their current
liquor license, they do have a large
selection of domestic, imported
and microbrewery beers.
Many of the microbrews offered are brewed locally. According to bartender Joe DiRico '15,
the beers have a "unique flavor
and customers have given us good
feedback about them."

•

According to DiRico these include beers such as The Naughty
Nurse, an English Bitter beer from
Hartford, Conn, and several products from Stratford, Conn, brewery Two Roads.
Since the beginning of the
year, the Levee has started Trivia
Night, which has been successful,
as well as $2 Tuesdays. In addition,
a Senior Mug Night event occurs
monthly.
The Levee staff and bartenders hope that all students will come
to take advantage of Fairfield's oncampus bar.

'•

puts
students' safety first
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day, the classes would cover different parts of
St. Petersburg, focusing on the vast history of
the region. In addition, students would have
taken day trips to historically significant locations.
"Ultimately the unsettled nature of things
in Ukraine and the uncertainty over the next
moves made the situation too uncertain for
the trip to proceed," said Johnson.
According to Johnson, the first notification the students received from Fairfield about
the dangers of the spring break trip were sent
out around the March 10-11, but students did
not receive any emails. Johnson could not explain the reason for the apparent technology
failure.
Subsequently, students were contacted
about the cancellation via phone call on March
2, the day before the trip was set to start.
"This was too late and we have taken
steps to ensure much earlier and much more
purposeful communication," said Johnson.
As of today, the students have yet to be
fully reimbursed for the cost of the trip. According to Johnson, the full reimbursement
of the program fee should be sent to students
soon.
The resistance from Russia to comply
with America's sanctions has affected the
global perspective on the Russian administration. The sanctions included visa bans to
bar certain Russians and Ukrainians from
entering the United States. The sanctions also
blacklisted several prominent Russian officials
with ties to Vladimir Putin, Russian banks and
oil and natural gas industries.
Russian allies and partners have been
shaken due to the negative perception of Rus-

sia involving the issues in Crimea. International leaders have publicly condemned Russia's actions, but few would have considered
the influence this conflict would have on college students.
The dangers of the involved Eastern European regions have been publicly deemed as
unsafe, and the Fairfield administration has
made their stance clear on the matter. Despite
this, Stephen Griffin '14, who planned on participating in the trip, felt that the administration could have been acting in bad judgment.
"I feel like the only reason for the cancellation of the trip would just be either a lack of
understanding of what's going on over there,
or just being very cautious about everything,"
said Griffin.
This trip was Griffin's last opportunity to
study abroad through Fairfield and because of
the dangers of traveling the opportunity was
lost.
Griffin also felt that, given the proximity
between Crimea and St. Petersburg, the danger was not as dire as it was made out to be.
"I understand there will be anti-American sentiment in a lot of places, but I didn't
feel like it would have been as much of a threat
in St. Petersburg," said Griffin.
While the students' opinions on the cancellation may not correspond with the administration's, Johnson remains firm with his
stance on the importance of safety.
"I don't think we can be too cautious
when it comes to our students' welfare. I certainly understand the disappointment, but
it's the university's responsibility to ensure
that we are not potentially putting students in
harm's way," said Johnson.

Compiled by Robert Joyce.
Information contributed by the
ft \

Police find over 4 ounces of marijuana

Department of Public Safety.
By Robert Joyce

Sergeant Pete Baird of Fairfield's

News Editor
CU

£

more marijuana in Koripsky's vehicle.

DPS was on a routine patrol of Regis

According to The Fairfield Daily

Fairfield Police arrested a non-stu-

Hall at 10:49 p.m. Monday evening when

Voice, five glass smoking pipes, a metal

9:12 a.m. A professor reported items in his

dent on campus late Monday evening

he smelled an odor of burnt marijuana

grinder, 50 plastic bags and a jar con-

office in Donnarumma Hall had been moved.

after discovering over four ounces of

emanating from a specific room on the

taining more marijuana were discovered.

Nothing was stolen, and there was no sign of

marijuana and evidence of intent to sell.

third floor.

Tuesday, 3/18

Eighteen-year-old Robert Koripsky

"It's a good catch," said Baird.
According to Baird, this incident

was arrested and charged for possession

Baird said he had to knock several
times, announcing himself as public

was "one of the larger instances we've

/ 1:42 a.m. DPS responded to a domestic dis-

of marijuana with intent to distribute,

safety, before Koripsky answered the

had, which is good for us. Four individu-

pute in the Jogues parking lot between a student

possession of drug paraphernalia, pos-

door. Inside the room were five males:

als had some type of ownership to mari-

and a non-student. The non-student was asked

session of over four ounces of marijuana

Koripsky, three other non-students and

to leave campus, and both parties declined to

and possession of marijuana on school

a Fairfield student.

juana in Regis Hall."
The Fairfield student who was cited

involve Fairfield Police.

grounds, according to the Department
of Public Safety and The Fairfield Daily

eral plastic bags of suspected narcotics

Voice.

field-tested positive as marijuana.

forced entry.

■ ■■■

O
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10:10 p.m. A student reported being grazed by

According to Fairfield Police, sev-

for possession was referred to student
conduct.
Koripsky was released on $500 cash
bond and has a court date set for April

a white Lexus near the intersection of Mahan

Police also cited two other non-stu-

Baird said Fairfield Police led the

Road and Mclnnes Road. The vehicle fled off

dents and a Fairfield student with infrac-

investigation outside to the Regis park-

14, according to The Fairfield Daily

campus, and was later identified by DPS and

tions for possession of marijuana.

ing lot, where Fairfield Police discovered

Voice.

Fairfield Police.
Thursday, 3/20
12:00 p.m. A Sodexo employee reported to

Female prof, and student named finalists

DPS that two other workers at the Stag Snack

By Christina Mowry

Bar were fighting. The two employees were sep-

Assistant News Editor

arated and brought to the DPS office for further

Junior Katherine Pitz and Associate

investigation.
Friday, 3/21
1:09 a.m. A student reported a cellphone was

still dominated by men.
different ... Women in engineering, they

making a difference in the male-domi-

are very motivated and they are very

"A lot of people would be over-

nated field of engineering.

good, so they end up the top of class.

whelmed ... She is good at balancing all

That's something to be proud of," said

her obligations," said

Pitz, a mechanical engineering major, and Rusu are two of 59 students,

Townhouses complex and returned by a fellow

professors and professionals who were

student.

finalists for a 2014 Women of Innovation
award. The program is sponsored by the

11:38 a.m. $100 in cash was reported stolen

Connecticut Technology Council, which

from a wallet inside of a residence of the Town-

honors women in science, technology,

houses 10 block. The wallet was left unattended

engineering and mathematics.
An awards ceremony was held on

2:35 p.m. Residents of a unit in the Town-

March 27 in Southington, Conn, where
the winners in eight different categories
were announced.
Although neither Pitz nor Rusu won

houses 14 block reported two items valued at

an award, they both were honored to be

$140 were stolen. A Bob Marley tapestry and

finalists.

Rusu.

- Amalia Rusu, associate
professor of software
engineering

unit sometime over break. There was no sign

nominations this year, like about over

of forced entry, and the residents claim the unit
was locked over break.

150, and there were about roughly 50 fi-

Pitz was a finalist in the Collegian

nalists," said Rusu, who was one of the

Innovation and Leadership category. She

finalists in the Academic Innovation and

is one of 28 females in the School of En-

Leadership Category.

gineering at Fairfield, compared to 127

ber in Fairfield's School of Engineering,
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Women in engineering, they
are very motivated and they
are very good, so they end up
top of class. That's something
to be proud of.

"They had a very good number of

Rusu, the first female faculty mem-

is a member of Fairfield's rowing team.

Engineering Dr. Shanon M. Reckinger,

a Michelob Ultra sign were stolen from their

04/.

schoolwork and club involvement, Pitz

"It's always the case. Fairfield is no

Amalia Rusu are two Fairfield women

houses 6 block. The phone was found in the

Sunday, 3/30

neering and is co-president of Fairfield's
branch of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. In addition to her

Professor of Software Engineering Dr.

stolen from their vehicle outside of the Town-

when several guests were present in the unit.

to teaching. Throughout her academic
career, Rusu has noticed that the field is

"I think I'm naturally just very motivated to work hard," said Pitz. "Everything I do, I try to put 110 percent in."
Reckinger also praised Pitz on her
ability to learn material quickly.
Pitz's interest in engineering began
in her high school physics class, and she
has enjoyed the subject ever since. Pitz
credits her ability to learn new material
to years of practice.
"I don't think I was always naturally
like that. After doing it for seven years,
you just kind of catch on to it and de-

males. In the junior class alone, Pitz is
one of six female students.

has been involved in research projects

Outside of the classroom, Pitz is

and engineering associations in addition

involved in the Society of Women Engi-

velop skills to analyze differently than a
normal person would," said Pitz.
Pitz says that she embraces being
one of the few females in her program.
"I enjoy being in classes with all the
guys. I think they're very helpful and I
don't feel like I'm put down in any of my
classes," said Pitz.

In the world:
• Sororities at the University of Alabama won the right to continue to ban black applicants after
the student senate voted down a resolution to desegregate Greek life, according to Daily Mail
online.
• According to NPR, Washington Mayor Vince Gray signed a bill to decriminalize the possession
of small amounts of marijuana, which opposes federal regulations regarding marijuana in a city
where Congress is required to review any newly passed laws.
• According to CNN, Africa's last polar bear is showing signs of depression and is mourning the
January death of his lifelong companion.
• The number of people missing after last week's Washington mudslide has dropped from 90 to 22,
according to BBC.
• In a 12-4 vote, the U.N. banned Japan's annual whaling drive in Antarctica, according to The
New York Times.
• After being accused of conspiring with the Muslim Brotherhood, three jailed journalists are
denying ties with the group, according to The New York Times.
• NATO has suspended its cooperation with Russia to protest the annexation of Crimea, according
to Reuters.
• According to The Guardian, an outbreak of Ebola has Guinea facing a viral epidemic, unlike any
the country has previously experienced.
• North Korea opened fire on South Korea during planned military exercises, which prompted
South Korea to fire back, according to CNN.
• More than 7 million Americans have signed up for Obamacare, according to BBC.
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How Crimea's annexation can actually help Ukraine
By John Driscoll
Contributing Writer
In a way that is not immediately clear, the annexation
of Crimea might actually be a
good thing for Ukrainians. That
is — not simply the people who
happen to live within the current borders of this Eastern European nation, but rather the
ethno-linguistic group we call
Ukrainians, who have suffered
under oppressive or oligarchic
governments for all of their
modern history. It is clear to just
about everyone that President
Yanukovych had to go. But what
next?
All of the people who would
naturally be next in line for a
presidential election are billionaires with foreign bank accounts. The EU agreement that
Yanukovych turned down was
nothing more than a chance
for the EU to loot the country
of its prosperity — something
for which it has an excellent
track record. The United States,
NATO and the EU hover over
the region while Russia has

Editorial
Board
"Land of the
free"dom of press
Shauna Mitchell
Editor-in-Chief
Jennifer Calhoun
Executive Editor
Enxhi Myslymi
Managing Editor

taken the opportunity to secure
control over Crimea, which has
natural naval defenses as well
as a population that is majority
Russian anyhow.
This is why all this criticism
of Russia is way out of proportion; Crimea already essentially
ran itself. It already had a 60
percent Russian population, its
own flag, its own school curriculum and its own tax laws.
Russia acts in its own interests, just like the US acts in its
own interests. Can the United
States claim that it does not invade other countries on false
pretenses?
Can we claim that our government does not support terrorism abroad for the sake of
murky geopolitical interests, or
worse — the financial interests
of our billionaires?
The point is not that the
Russian government's actions
are what they pretend to be, any
more than the US lives up to its
own stated principles. The point
is that as always, the struggle
between Russia and the West
catches other countries in the

The life of a journalist is
never easy, but it should always be rewarding.
It is a job that requires
constant work, but the payoff
is a more informed society, a
population able to make decisions for themselves.
However, during these
crises in Ukraine and
Crimea, we know that many
honest reporters are being
silenced under a "media authority" that The New York
Times claimed was setting
out to censor the Internet.
This puts things in perspective for us here at The
Mirror.
When it gets to 3 a.m. on

middle.
What makes Ukraine such
an interesting case is its history
of nationalism, and the revival
of that nationalism after the fall
of the Soviet Union.
Between 1945 and 1990,
attempts at forming nationalist groups were suppressed by
the USSR. Before that time, the
Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists had violently attacked
many Poles and Jews; their goal
was to establish an ethnically
homogenous Ukrainian state by
driving out other groups.
Much of this violence was
fueled by memories of the infamous "Holodomor" in 1932-33
when millions of Ukrainians
died after their winter provisions were taken from them at
gunpoint, leading them to starve
to death. Jews were largely immune from this genocide, since
Jews controlled the food supply.
What's more is that Marxism was viewed by many in
Ukraine as having been a mostly
Jewish movement, which the
USSR sought to fix by placing
more gentiles in positions of

Wednesday mornings and
we're in the office stressing
over deadline and workloads, we forget that we are
lucky to be here.
We are lucky to have the
opportunity to freely print
fair and unbiased news,
lucky to write our opinions
down without fear of backlash from an authoritarian
institution.
In this crucial time, we
all need to be reminded that
the things that burden us
could be a privilege for other
people.
It is our responsibility
to exercise our inalienable
rights, our First Amend-

power — which was ultimately
unable to stifle anti-Semitism.
Today, there are two major
nationalist parties in Ukraine,
pejoratively called "Neo-Nazis"
by Russian government officials.
The two parties are Right
Sector, and Svoboda ("Freedom"). Svoboda is a descendent
of the OUN, while Right Sector
was formed at the end of last
year.
The comparison to NeoNazis is in some sense nonsensical, as members of the OUN
were just as persecuted by Germany in the early 1940's as they
were by the Soviets.
But with that said, standing
up to Jewish hegemony will be
a necessary condition for serving the interests of the Ukrainian people — for the people of
Ukraine to govern themselves.
Together, diversity and
proximity always result in conflict.
To say that Ukraine is malignant because of its relationship with nationalism is examining the problem backwards.
It is the historic and continued

hostility that other groups have
shown towards the Ukrainian
people within their own country
which has generated that kind of
contempt.
That is always how it works.
This does not mean that Jews,
Russians, Poles, Tatars, Hungarians, Roma or any other ethnic
groups "deserve" hostility from
Ukrainians, or that their actions
have somehow violated any
moral code more severely. It just
means that there is a conflict of
interests between Ukrainians
and other ethnic groups.
Losing Crimea may just be
a part of Ukraine's transition
into the kind of nationhood
through which the West has already passed. Nationalists have
been vital in bringing down the
corrupt government of Yanukovych, and are as resistant to
Putin's Russia as anyone. Svoboda now has five members in
the interim government.
They are not happy with the
annexation of Crimea, but they
also have much to gain thereof;
a more unified, and more essentially Ukrainian Ukraine.

ment freedoms of speech, cut the freedom of press in
press and assembly, to raise Crimea and for its own citiour voice in support of those zens in Russia, but the world
whose voices are being sup- does not have to stand idly
by and do nothing about it.
pressed.
News now spreads faster
Sitting in the office
than it ever has before. It is and complaining about the
something that should work struggles of shortened sleepon our side in times of trou- ing time does not make this
ble for our fellow journalists go away
Taking pride in our
and humans.
Anyone can receive or work and taking advantage
write news in 140 characters of the freedoms we have can
and share news stories with make strides in opening the
the click of a button. The world's eyes to what is hapspreading of news does not pening.
Russia can try to silence
fall solely on the shoulders
of the journalists. Everyone its people, but we will speak
for them, as we have spoken
takes part.
Russia may attempt to for our own community.
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Why watch when you can read?
By Vincent DelaCruz
Contributing Writer
When your favorite book
becomes a movie, it's exciting to
say the least. You just can't wait
to see the characters you fell in
love with in the pages on the big
screen. However, it's hard to say
if the movies really do the books
justice.
In my opinion, I think, for
the most part, movies usually
do not. Movies can't fully convey exactly what the book does
because of time constraints, as
well as the fact that sometimes a
lot of a book's plot occurs inside
a character's head. It probably
wouldn't be that interesting of
a movie if all you did was listen
to the thoughts of the character on screen. Directors have to
make certain decisions that may
change parts of the book.
Let's take "The Hunger
Games" as an example. I enjoy
the minor details, so I noticed
there were quite a few discrepancies in the film adaptation
that bothered me. One such
detail was the movie removed
an entire character that was
supposed to be Katniss' friend.
This friend gave Katniss the
mockingjay pin that ultimately
became the symbol of the rebellion.
The film chose to make it
a random gift from an old lady,
which in my opinion makes it
lose a lot of its worth. For those
that read the book, the mockingjay pin is much more symbolic and important because it
came from a friend. Instead of

one friend giving a final parting
gift to a girl she may never see
again, the movie reduces it to a
token from a stranger.
However, I do admit that
sometimes there are decisions
that are made which make the
film version more successful. In
the final movie of the "Twilight"
saga, there is a great battle that
is notably absent from the
books. A movie audience needs
to see a little action, thus the
battle that originally occurred
in Alice's head was portrayed
on screen.
The movie stayed true to
the books, but gave the viewers the action that they desired. That's what people hope
for when their favorite books
hit the theaters: the things you
could only see in your imagination right there in front of you.
Readers aren't the only
ones who go out to see the movie. There are plenty of people
who only watch the movies and
never bother to read the book.
I, myself, have never read the
"Harry Potter" books, but have
watched every movie. I liked
the movies, despite that there
were definitely a lot of things
that weren't as clear to me as it
was to my friends who had read
the books. I also wasn't able to
connect with these characters as
many of my friends had; I didn't
feel the urge to cry when any of
the characters lost their lives. I
was sad, but 1 was definitely not
heartbroken.
The most recent book-tomovie, "Divergent," poses a
similar problem. I had read the

#

book and was excited to see the
movie over spring break. However, I wasn't really that impressed with the way the movie
played out. My family though,who came to watch it with" me,'
thought it was really good.
There were definitely some
things that they didn't understand and some things that were

Minutes do not determine
premeditation
By Meaghan Conlon
Opinion Editor
Remember the double amputee
that amazed the world by running in
the Olympics? Remember how everyone cheered and supported him? The
winner of the race even went as far as
to trade numbers as a sign of respect.
Oscar Pistorius, the South African
sprint runner, has continued his fall
from glory as his murder trial continues.
While the United States is more
concerned with the Kardashians and
the little they contribute to society, a
former Olympian charged with killing
his model girlfriend has been shoved
to the side.
While one might argue that Pistorius's trial has little impact on America, I see the lack of media attention as
how quickly we forgot those who don't
penetrate our circle. Pistorius' story
and determination fascinated not only
his own country, but also the world as
well in the 2012 Summer Olympics.
However, his honorable recognition soon turned to horror she months
later when he was accused of murdering his girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp.
The trial that took nearly a year to
begin has been postponed once again
— but there is little mention of Pisto-

rius's court proceedings in the news at
all. His court hearings have raised the
question: What counts as premeditated murder?
Premeditation would mean that
the murder of Steenkamp was intentionally thought about and planned
by Pistorius. But the question becomes
how long prior to the death counts as
premeditation? Is it weeks, days, minutes or seconds? How do you judge the
length of time to qualify and charge
someone with premeditated murder
— a charge more severe than just murder.
There is neither a jury nor a death
penalty in South Africa, just a judge
to make the final decision. Pistorius
is going to jail, but the matter of how
long has yet to be decided. This is why
the issue of premeditated murder is
so impactful on Pistorius' trial. If the
murder was premeditated, then Pistorius would be sentenced to life in
prison. However, if the murder was
not, then his sentence would be much
shorter.
We should be wondering what
impact this has on the United States. If
there is a decision made on how long
before a murder occurs to determine
if it is premeditated, that could affect
how jurors in the US. make their decision. Prosecutors are arguing that even

the movie. I know the movies
have to tell the story to those
who know it and those who
don't; and, to accommodate
both, the movie will probably be
slightly different. I strongly believe that books will beat out the
movie 10 times out of 10, but
there's definitely no harm in going out to watch the movie.

underplayed, like Christina and
Will and the Factions themselves. But as a whole, they enjoyed the movie.
• The movie versions will
never compare to the books.
They won't have all the tiny details and descriptions that you'd
find in a book, and for me, those
tiny details can make or break

seconds before counts as premeditation. Pistorius realized his girlfriend
wasn't in bed, was angry from their
argument and made the conscious
choice to kill her; therefore, he is
guilty of premeditated murder.
Rulings in the United States differ
depending on the jurisdiction. A ruling in New York does not necessarily
apply to a Florida court and its jurors.
South America and the United States
are no different; rules are not the same
between these two countries.
So while this issue remains in
South America, it may still affect the
way people in the United States think
about what constitutes as premeditated murder.
Personally, I don't think it was
premeditated murder. It was not
thought out for days, but rather an action in the middle of the night at the
spur of the moment.
I'm not saying he should get off
lightly; he is guilty of murder, just
not premeditated murder. The media
in the U.S. should shed light on the
judgement that passes and if it will affect the judicial system here.
Jurors make the decisions, and
each of them have a different view
of premeditation — can it be more
aligned with the decision from Pistorius' trial? Meditate on that
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• It snowed Monday.
• Fairfield Residence Life
accidently sent out an email to
a large population of students
stating that they were ineligible
for the Housing Lottery. A
correctional email was sent 15
minutes later.

• Spring Break allowed people to
get tan and relax.

• The New York Mets, New
York Yankees, and The Boston
Red Sox all lost their first games
of the season.

•Fairfteld Baseball swept their
doubleheader against St Peter's.
• You can now search for
Pokemon on Google Maps.

The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers: Letters to the editor must be timely and submittedby emailto info@fairfkklmirror.com or Box AA All letters to the editor that are appropriate will
be published either in print or online. The Mirror reserves the right to
edit letters and articles for content, length and grammatical error. Letters
should be free of obscenities and personal attacks and should contain
correct and factual information not exceeding 500 words.
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His diagnoses couldn't keep up with his rapid decline.
At first it was "just a virus," then mononucleosis, then
myositis -- inflammation of the muscles — until the doctors
discovered the flesh-eating bacteria. Doctors had to act quick,
so Tartaglio underwent a surgery called debridement, which
removed infected tissues. The doctors had to amputate both of
his legs and cut a part of his left bicep.
Twenty-four hours after amputating his legs, Tartaglio
woke up in his hyperbaric chamber, a vessel that provided
his cells with oxygen. Doctors told him that he'd never walk
again. Tartaglio, who graduated from Fairfield in 2009, almost
believed his doctors -- almost.
He recognized that adjusting to this change would take
a while, but he felt that he owed it to his family, to his friends
and to himself to make the most of his circumstances.
"I really felt like if I didn't push myself and take ownership
of getting myself strong again, no one else would," Tartaglio
wrote in his journal.
"I was lucky to be alive, and I reminded myself of that
every day."
True to his word, he showed his strength when he
finished the 26.2-mile New York City Marathon five years
later, becoming the first bilateral hip disarticulate to run
it. These days, in addition to being an active triathlon and
marathon participant, the Milford resident is a nationwide
inspirational speaker, a business intern at Philips, a soon-tobe MBA graduate, a husband and a father.
Tartaglio, now 26, and fellow alum Andrew Chapin '09
chronicled his life story in a nonfiction book, "From Tragedy
to Triumph."

He accomplishes the same
thing that any other ablebodied person accomplishes,
but just in a different way.
Andrew Chapin '09, co-author
"From Tragedy to Triumph"
In November 2006, Chapin wrote an article for The
Mirror about Tartaglio finishing the New York City Marathon's
handcycling division in 30th place out of 101 participants.
They started hanging out, meeting through mutual friends.
Years later, Tartaglio reached out to Chapin about
writing a nonfiction book; a fiction writer and a teacher
at Thornton-Donovan School, Chapin saw the strength in
Tartaglio's story and couldn't resist.
To help Tartaglio write the story and adopt his voice,
Chapin shadowed him as he went on with his day-to-day
life.
"He accomplishes the same thing that any other ablebodied person accomplishes, but just in a different way,"
Chapin simply said.
In his motivational talks, Tartaglio usually sits in his
wheelchair, contained, but his voice rings out. He tells people
to pursue their goals no matter the circumstances.
"Anything is possible when it means enough to you," he
usually says. After his surgery, living as normal of a life as
possible, despite what happened, had become his main goal.

Moving On
With hope as his "driving force," Tartaglio entered
physical therapy at Gaylord Rehabilitation Facility in
Wallingford, Conn., and later at Rehabilitation Associates.
He had to relearn how to balance himself again, with gravity
working against him, and how to sit up by himself. He learned
how to walk with prosthetic legs. He wanted to be strong
once more. Sometimes his efforts ended in disappointments,
but they didn't matter as long as he eventually succeeded,
Tartaglio said.
Proving medical professionals wrong, Tartaglio
returned to school, walked across the stage and received his
diploma from Joseph A. Foran High School in Milford.',
His transition to Fairfield was like many other peers'
experience: hesitant.
"When [Tartaglio] and I were at Fairfield together^ no
one really [acted] in any way different towards him," Chapin
added.
. ,
And whenever he did get certain looks, like'from curious
children, Tartaglio would "smirk and wave and completely
READ TARTAGLIO ON
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The odds were against him
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diffuse the situation," Michael Lynch
'09 said of his best friend.
In 2001, Lynch had met Tartaglio,
whom he calls "John T" or "J.T.," when
they were on opposing football teams,
Notre Dame High School in West
Haven, Conn, and Foran High School,
respectively. Lynch transferred to Foran
his sophomore year and a friendship
was made - and continues today.
Lynch
and
Tartaglio
were
roommates and best friends throughout
all four years at Fairfield -- from Regis,
to Gonzaga, to Townhouse 135, and
ending on the beach.
Tartaglio wanted to continue
strengthening his body, but after
finding the RecPlex inaccessible for
his disability, he. approached Mark
Spellmati, .who was the Head Strength
and Conditioning Coach for athletes,
and asked if he could use the Athletic
Center.
To
Tartaglio's
surprise,
Spellrnan offered to personally train
him — promising that he'd be pushed to
the limits like any other athlete with two
legs. Some athletes might balk at the
vigorous schedule Spellrnan had set,
but this was a challenge that Tartaglio
gladly took on.
"I wanted to prove to [Spellrnan]
that regardless of my disability that
I could push myself like the athletes
he trained on a daily basis," Tartaglio
said. "Physical training was a big part
of what he did, but the friendship we
developed was just as great."
Lynch would have a 9 a.m. class,
but he remembered Tartaglio waking up
to train at 6 a.m. "He tried to be quiet,"
Lynch said, laughing.
All the while, Tartaglio managed

to balance his training, his courses and
his blossoming inspirational speaking
business.

Swinging into Challenges
At first triathlons -- races with
biking, swimming and running — were
foreign to Tartaglio. He swam at the
Madison Jaycees while his physical
therapist Jim biked and another PT,
Jackie, ran.
The next big step came in
sophomore year when he agreed to
handcycle the New York City Marathon.
He finished after two hours, 12 minutes
and 12 seconds.
The end of his nonfiction book led
up to Nov. 1, 2009: his chance to run
the NYC Marathon using a prosthetic.
People walked patiently beside him,
flashing their lights so that he could
see the ground below. Hitting 22 miles
at 7 p.m., he continued on a path while
taxis drove by. A man encouraged him:
"Good job, man. Keep going."
At the last 100 feet, around 10
p.m., people cheered and clapped from
the sidelines. Finally, finishing at 15
hours and 59 minutes, he arrived at the
finish line -- but didn't cross. He let the
ribbon fall to the ground. For him, the
point wasn't to cross that particular line;
his accomplishments far surpassed that
physical signifier.
"It really is a transcendent moment
in his journey," Chapin said.

The Present and the Future
"While it is tough to grasp for
some, I truly wouldn't take back what
happened to me," Tartaglio said. "While
what happened was devastating, clearly
life-changing and put my family and
friends through tough times, the

positive experiences that resulted far
FlIM
surpassed the negatives."
"He had a really good core
around him who helped him overcome
adversity," Lynch said. So many people
stood by him and believed in him,
including his family, his closest friends,
his physical therapists Erik, Jim and
Dave, Spellrnan and training partners,
Chris and Brett.
With an MBA waiting for him
in May, Tartaglio plans to become
an internal consultant and help
organizations improve their overall
performance.
His
inspirational
speaking background will carry over
into his next career.
Since the marathon, two events
have surpassed his accomplishments:
becoming a husband in 2012 and a
father nine months later.
"[My daughter] is nine months,
but she thinks I'm awesome," he said.
Like Chapin and many others,
Lynch is astonished by his best friends
ability to juggle so much. Last time
they got together was a month ago, but
their social time usually depends on
whether or not Tartaglio can get a sitter
for his daughter.
For his and Chapin's upcoming
appearance at the bookstore, Tartaglio
said: "The goal is to help people take
away something that can have a
positive effect on their lives. What the
exact takeaway will maybe different
from person to person, but people
need to know that anything is possible
when it means enough to you."
Tartaglio and Chapin will do a
Contributed by Andrew Chapin
book signing at the Fairfield UniversityClass of 2009 grads John Tartaglio
Bookstore, 1499 Post Road, on Sunday,
and Andrew Chapin (below) published
April 6, from 1 to 4p.m.
"From Tragedy to Triumph" last

TRAGEDY
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Making (sound)waves in hip-hop music

By Luigi DiMeglio
Managing Editor Emeritus
These Stags don't dread Mondays.
When night falls and the lower level BCC is quiet, a dim
glass cube in the WVOF studio buzzes with Jess Mendes '14, Taylor Webb '14 and David "Duzzo" Velasquez '14's pursuit of a different kind of radio program.
They call it Very Rare Radio, and the playlist of songs Webb
compiles every week for the show is designed to open their audience to new, but under-the-radar hip-hop.
It's 8:03 p.m. and Velasquez is opening the show with a rundown of what is planned for the next two hours. The first hour
is on the FM band, but after 9 p.m. the trio relocates to WVOF's
web studio across the hall.
"That's when it gets really cool," Velasquez says. Web streaming allows for less censorship.
After Velasquez opens, Mendes moves the show to a rundown of the week's pop culture news. The report is accented with
commentary or backstory from Velasquez and Webb. All three
may not know exactly what each other is going to say throughout the show, but the three are familiar enough with hip-hop to
maintain informed conversation.
\
"I took for granted the way people speak on the radio, I
thought it would be kind of easy, but it's kind of not... you gotta
be on your game. It took me awhile to be comfortable with the
mic, to articulate better. It's not easy," Velasquez said.
Webb's playlist gets the most airtime on the show, with some
of the most frequently played artists including Chief Keef, TheDailyLoud and Curious, according to the show's 8tracks.com

WVOF

page.
About 30 minutes into the show, Velasquez says that a good
beat is on the air, so he decides to pull out a notebook with some
recent lyrics he's scribbled and freestyle on-air.
"My dream job is to make money off of rap music, get a career off that," Velasquez said.
He made sure to give shoutouts to anyone that mentioned
the freestyle on social media at the time. All three DJs keep an

Radio's not gonna die; you just gotta find
ways to keep it alive.
- Duzzo Velasquez, co-host of Very Rar^RacHfP^

eye on their personal Facebook accounts, Twitter (#StayRare) or
other platforms affiliated with the show during the broadcast.
Webb and Mendes both envision a future as creative directors for music, fashion or other outlets. They try to prepare for
those aspirations on the show.
"We try to keep it organized, but we try to keep it fun. It's like
you just put up some borders, but then you fill it in with whatever
colors you want," Mendes said.
Webb laughed, noting that Mendes also is usually the one to
keep the show on pace.
"I feel like having a radio show here has shown me there's so

much more you can do," Webb said. "Everybody thinks you can
do just the mainstream thing; 'OK, we have to play these 20 songs,
we have to talk about these subjects,' but there's other outlets. Like
Sirius XM is kind of similar to this, but you're getting paid for it.
You get to do whatever you want. The underground scape has a
future career possibility. I feel like there's so much more that you
can do with radio than what's being led on ... Radio's not gonna
die, you just gotta find ways to keep it alive."
Later during the online-only hour, Mendes looked to an
open debate about what makes a song a classic. An open dialogue
isn't rare on the show, but for the first time ever, Velasquez tried
t^tther^toipifrion by holding' his ph'orie Tip *e3ljs*fefs6rjffl
microphone and playing music.
"There's no guidelines," Mendes said. "Our creativity can get
as creative as we want it to."
After the show, StagBus driver Glen McClain happened to
walk by the three. He said the usual: "Good job! I'm listenin'!"
"That's what's up," Velasquez said with a smile.
Webb said the popular impression is that radio is not cool to
listen to, "but we're providing music that's cool and edgy ... we're
doing the opposite of what the mainstream radio is doing and I
think that's really fun."
Very Rare Radio can be heard Monday nights from 8-9 on
WVOF 88.5 on the FM band (wvof.org/fmstudio online) and
from 9-10 (wvof.org/webstudio).

What to listen to next

By Jana Novak
WVOF Music Director
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Mr Little Jeans - "Pocketknife a
"Pocketknife," the debut full-length from
Norwegian synthpop singer-songwriter Monica
Birkenes (aka Mr Little Jeans), is easily one of the top
releases of the year so far. Her versatility as an artist
is highly apparent as the songs move from whimsical
to moody without disturbing the overall flow of the
album. Listen for the endearing toy piano and youth
choir on "Oh Sailor," one of the album's standout
tracks.

Luigi DiMeglio / The Mirror
Seniors Taylor Webb, Jess Mendes, David Velasquez hope to
enlighten listeners with new hip hop music.

After a few glimpses of
SOHN with an EP in 2012 and
a single last year, SOHN will
release his first full-length album next week. With an aching, soulful voice, SOHN sings
of heartbreak and misery over
glitchy static and throbbing
drum machines, smoothly
blending R&B with electronica. The London producer/
singer/musician is sure to see
some attention in the near future.

SOHN - "Tremors"

•>pt* aVt

The San Franciscobased artist released his
second album earlier this
month, with no lack of
ethereal beats and ambient soundscapes. The
all-instrumental work,
similar to that of Explosions in the Sky, almost
bleeds swirling colors
and patterns. Tycho,
known for his ability
to create the kind of
calming melodies and
hypnotizing backbeats
you'd expect in a
daydream, has put
together a supremely
celestial record.
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Told ByZ^rudoll
When it comes to style & fashion, Drudoll tells all.
By Drusilla Ollennu
Fashion Columnist

Neon lights the spring
Now that it's beginning to feel like spring, it's time to pull out the neon colors. This
vibrant trend is here to stay for the warmer months, so make sure to stack up on brighter
pieces. Neon colors can be a bit intimidating to wear, but they are nonetheless playful and
perfect for the upcoming months. Here are some tips on how to wear neon:
1. Mix two neon colors to make your look bolder. If you like combining colors to mix up your
look, you can try this by wearing one piece of neon clothing and accessorizing the other neon color.
You can also opt out for a calmer look by accessorizing both neon colors.
2. Keep in mind that neon colors are fun, but not when overdone. If you wear too many pieces
of neon, your look can easily go from playful to tacky. Try sticking with a maximum of two neon
colors per outfit.
3. Beware of the patterns you choose to combine with neon colors (unless the neon is a part of
the pattern). Neon colors are already daring and eye-catching, so make sure the patterns you include
are not too overwhelming. You can effortlessly pull this combo off with mix and match bikinis.

Book Look: "A Changing Marriage"

CHANGING
MARRIAGE
■,o.-

<*>■

SUSAN KIETZiV

Author Talk
with Susan Kietzman
By Gina White
Book Reviewer

By Gina White
Book Reviewer

For college kids like us caught up in hookups and one-night stands, marriage probably isn't something at the forefront
of our minds. This predictable, though true to life, book may either bore you to tears or open your eyes to how your
choices now have the power to affect your future happiness.
"A Changing Marriage" by Susan Kietzman is a love story between two people who met in college and married quickly
thereafter. After having children, their marriage quickly spiraled into sarcastic bickering and resentment.
The opening of the novel accurately captures college life and later explores the hardships of choosing between two men,
as well as the constant consideration of whether life would have been better had she chosen differently.
The midsection of the book describes main character Karen's daily life in intimate diary-like detail. It is quickly obvious
to the reader that Karen and her husband Bob's marriage is not a happy one and their equally selfish demeanors begin to
overshadow their love for each other. Once Bob's life became consumed with work and promotions and their children are old
enough to attend school, Karen uses her newfound freedom to join a women's tennis group and to lunch and shop with her
wealthy girlfriends. She becomes enveloped in her new life where she flaunts her ability to do what she wants.
While motherhood is undoubtedly strenuous and Bob's continual absence on business trips frustrating, Karen becomes
enveloped in the socialite scene and begins to lose her pride and motivation. Her good friend Sarah, whom she met at the
playground when the children were younger, helps her realize that she might want more from life. In the last third of the book,
an interesting part of the plot develops, changing Karen's repetitive lifestyle for the better.
While the ending is somewhat unsurprising, lessons are learned and the author's purpose is clear that a marriage, or
any relationship for that matter, is a two-way street and thrives on listening to one another, caring, understanding and compromise.
Though Kietzman's book is overly detailed at times, the general theme and message of the book is essential for anyone
looking to forge a long-lasting relationship. Though most people have heard what it takes to make a marriage work, it is valuable to have the opportunity to take a firsthand look at the ups and downs of day-to-day matrimonial life and the consequences of a failed marriage. Published just last month, "A Changing Marriage" is full of themes like love at first sight, temptation,
self-absorption and the ever-present life question, "What if?" It presents an overall thorough and honest look at married life.

Where did you get the inspiration

and family. My characters and storylines

for "A Changing Marriage" and do you

come from a number of sources in addi-

have personal experience with this

tion to my life experience: what I observe

type of married life?

should be the same.
If no sequel, could you tell me a
little bit about your next project?

in others, what I read, what I see on televi-

I have another two-book contract

The inspiration for this book came

sion or at the movies or by simply going

with Kensington, so I am now working

out of conversations with friends and ac-

about my daily tasks, conversations, what

on my third novel. It's a family story that

quaintances, especially those who were
home with children. Some will think it's

I imagine might happen in one situation

takes place at a shoreline cottage over

or another, etc. Fiction has to be viable

autobiographical because I've been mar-

and sound true to the reader or it doesn't

the course of two summers 30 years
apart. It's scheduled for release spring/

ried for 28 years and have three children I

work.
I found the ending to spark a pos-

summer 2015.

sible

been your mentors over the years?

stayed home to raise. The emotions Karen is feeling - of being unappreciated, of

new

beginning

between

Bob

Which authors have you felt have

missing more intellectual pursuits, of envy

and Karen, especially in the deli scene

I belong to a book group at my local

that her spouse can live the same life with
children as he lived before them - will

when Bob remembers back to the first

library and we read a wide variety of au-

time he saw Karen in their school's stu-

thors. When I was in college, most of the

ring true, I think, with many women. And

dent center. Would there be a possible

authors I admired were men. And now

Bob's rise to power in the business world

sequel in the works? Do you think the

they are women: Elizabeth Strout, Bar-

will resonate with men and women alike.

two will try to rekindle their marriage

bara Kingsolver, Carol Shields and Ann

Are Karen and Bob completely
fictional characters or are they taken

despite their both already being mar-

Patchett - although I've read two books

ried for a second time?

in the past year by Denis Johnson, whose

from people in your own life?

I don't have a sequel to "A Chang-

stories are off-beat with hard-to-like, but

This is a question I get asked a lot.

ing Marriage" - or to my first novel, "The

Because I am the author, people assume

Good Life" - planned. But this doesn't

that I've drawn from my own experience

mean it won't happen! It's hard to say

to write the book. They next assume,'
•therefore, that the book is either 1) about

what Bob and Karen will do. I purposely

Take it seriously and write every day

left the ending of the book open, so the

- if you make it a priority in your life, it will

me, or 2) about people I know. And while

reader could decide for her or himself.
Life can be messy and unpredictable,

take you wherever you want to go.

I certainly do draw from my experience,
I don't write consciously about friends

so it seems to me that believable fiction

memorable characters.
Finally, what advice would you
give aspiring writers like me?

The Vine

Suits away:
Bidding farewell
to HIMYM
By Margaret Liguori
Contributing Writer
On Monday night, "How I
Met Your Mother" concluded after nine legendary seasons. The series finale, however, left
many people angry and upset. However, if you take a closer look at the
episode, you can see its true beauty.
One of the major complaints
was that nothing had changed from
the pilot, questioning the purpose of
the last nine years if Ted and Robin
were just going to get together yet
again.
The thing is, everything did
change though, and it had to change.
Ted and Robin couldn't be together
originally because they both wanted
different things out of life.
Ted wanted to settle down and
have a family, while Robin wanted
to travel the world and focus on her
career. So, they went their separate
ways and did exactly that.
Ted meets Tracy and they start
a family and have this beautiful love
story, and it seems to be everything
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he ever wanted. Robin and Barney get divorced and she travels all
around the world, becoming the face
of World Wide News. They both get
exactly what they wanted from life.
But, tragedy strikes Ted in the
beautifully foreshadowed death of the
mother. When we first get a glimpse
of the mothers life, we find that she
had just lost her great love, and didn't
think she could ever love again. But
she finds that she can find love again,
with Louis.
That relationship set her up to
be able to meet Ted and have a great
relationship with him, only to meet
the fate of her beloved Max and die
before she and Ted could grow old
together.
In the end, her death was not
some small plot point that allowed
Robin and Ted to be together. It was
the mother giving all she could to Ted
so that he could know what a great
love is. That way, he could finally be
with Robin and not "Ted it up."
While Ted is telling the story of
how he met Tracy to their children
because he wants to ask their permission to date Robin, I feel that there is
another reason to it as well.
The kids think the story is more
about how he loves their "Aunt" Robin than about their mother. However,
I find it to be more about how much
love Ted has had for the people closest

to him in life, especially the mother.
In a way, he is telling them
how hard it was to lose her, but how
thankful he was to have her in his life
so that he can eventually feel ready to
move on.
Then, we have the pivotal last
scene. Many fans were angered about
its similarity to the pilot: Robin looking out her window with her dogs and
Ted standing on the street, hoisting
the blue French horn in the air.
Many have called this a cop out
or a predictable ending, but it brought
the show and its characters full circle.
With the stars finally aligned
for Ted and Robin, what better place
to start their second chance than the
start of relationship?
No matter how you felt about
the end, we are all now left with a void
not only of the Monday nighttime
slot, but also in our hearts. When
a series runs for nine years, people
become attached to the characters,
making it hard to let them go and believe that it is really the end.
While the finale didn't have the
"she got off the plane" moment a similar show had, it is this writer's opinion that the end was worthy of the
legen - wait for it one last time - dary
show. "How I Met Your Mother" may
be over, but it will always live on in
our hearts and in reruns on FX.
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Disguised
sentimentality
in 'Bad Words'
By Leigh Tauss
Opinion Editor Emeritus
It's always awesome when you approach a film with less than zero
expectations only to find yourself
pleasantly surprised. "Bad Words,"
directed by and starring Jason Bateman of "Arrested Development," is a
mix of absurdly crude dialogue and
sentimentality hidden in plain sight,
a fresh twist on the progressively stale
black comedy genre.
The movie follows Guy Trilby
(Bateman), a 40-year-old failure and
jerk, on his quest to become a national spelling bee champion to the
horror of every helicopter parent who
dares to stand in his way. Guy is constantly spewing self-righteous vitriol
upon every poor soul he encounters.
He always goes too far and his smugness comes off as desperately overcompensating.
He befriends a young boy in the
competition and the two enact the nihilistic bad boy fantasies of 12-yearolds everywhere, from petty crime to
vandalism. The concept seems stupid,
but if you enjoy childish rebellion

and destroying people's egos for fun,
you'll probably enjoy the first half of
the film.
At first, everything unfolds just
as you'd expect. Guy cruises through
the competition fueled by the disgust
of everyone around him, until something unexpected happens. I will just
say the "big twist" will surprise absolutely no one, but still might jerk a
few tears here or there from the bigger wimps in the audience like me.
People don't always say what
they mean and I think this doubleedged critique on language is one of
the deeper themes running through
the film: Guy's bad words are merely
a crustacean shell used to hide his
gooey innards, and once cracked, the
worst verbal abuses come off as cries
for help.
I'm surprised the film has received such mixed reviews because I
think underneath its obscene facade,
it harbors some poignant themes
such as subverting authority and the
alienation that comes with that. Some
may flippantly label this unusual buddy comedy as a typical coming-ofage story, but it avoids canonization
through relentless perversion. Love
itself, if we judge the film by its final
revelation, is a perversion of sorts. In
the end, "Bad Words" is a love note
written spitefully and in spite of itself.
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Point/Counterpoint: A Vanishing Plane
Did authorities handle the situation correctly?
Hayley FitzPatrick

Christine Angell

Contributing Writer

Contributing Writer

It is undeniable that the missing no information. Anything the airline could
On March 8, 2014, 239 passengers nothing to curtail this. Their incompetence
Malaysian plane is a tragedy for all involved. say with regard to what actually happened to
aboard Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 went has only propelled the theories and frenzy
The presumed death toll from the missing the plane is speculatory.
missing when the plane routed from Kuala that follows in the media.
Today, we are conditioned to want to be
flight is 239 and the details of the fate of the
On March 24, Malaysian Prime
Lumpur to Beijing disappeared within the
informed instantly. But, in this situation, the
plane remain in question.
first hour of the flight. The transponder Minister Najib Razak announced that Flight
airline had no information to provide and
turned off — whether that was intentional
therefore waited to make a statement until
or not we may never know — and with the
some information was compiled about the
pilot's last words, "All right, good night," all
search efforts.
communication ceased.
The Malaysian government deserves
Soon after, Thai military radar
to take a little more of the heat. They have
detected an unknown aircraft traveling
determined that all passengers on the plane
in the opposite direction that Flight 370
have died without actually touching or
should have been, flying thousands of miles
identifying the debris in the south Indian
off course. Presumably, Flight 370 made
Ocean as a part of the plane. Yes, they are
a massive turn and disappeared off the
most likely dead, but it is not certain.
radar. From the beginning of this tragedy,
Furthermore, the families of the victims
Malaysian authorities have been a poor
were contacted via text message with the
source of information, insensitive to the
news about their allegedly deceased loved
public and incompetent in relaying correct,
ones. The Malaysian government can
reliable information.
be charged with being irresponsible and
From the initial announcement of the
disrespectful, but what can they do? They
planes disappearance, Malaysian authorities
have
no more information than anyone
have issued conflicting statements regarding
else,
so
what are they supposed to say to
the last known location of the plane and
these
families?
We hold expectations for
details of the transponder. Since the plane
Photo by APEC 2013 / Flickr
information to be instantly provided to us,
Malasyian Prime Minister Najib Razak, the man updating the world the search for the plane.
went missing, news headlines have stated
which the Malaysian government obviously
that major developments in locating Flight
There
have
been
tremendously cannot deliver on.
370 have been made. Instead, just fragments 370 "ended" in the Indian Ocean. Before
Both Malaysian Airlines and the
harsh criticisms of the way the Malaysian
the press conference that revealed this news
of information are released.
government and the airline have handled Malaysian government have made some
There was news that passengers' cell to the public, some of the families learned
the aftermath of the crash; perhaps, a little mistakes in the aftermath of this tragic
phones were still ringing when called, which of the tragic fate of their loved ones via
too harsh. While the airline has provided incident. However, we all need to keep in
fueled conspiracy theories that the plane text message. It is unimaginable that the
factual information about the search efforts mind that they do not have the answers we
landed in a remote location. There have Malaysian government would deem such a
for the aircraft, they did not provide any all are asking for and are making the best
been questionable reports about the pilot compassionless measure of informing the
details on the crash itself because they have decisions they can in the moment to prevent
and his motives — was it a suicide mission families this way acceptable.
speculation and rumors from
because of personal trouble at home?
Editors note:
arising. We all need to just step back
Was it politically motivated? The
Point/Counterpoint wants to give students on campus a chance to voice their opinions on specific issues. The topics must be
for a minute, let them do their jobs
search has created a media circus
relevant to a majority of the student population and can be a current event or a long-standing issue. If you would like to be
and have a little patience.
and Malaysian authorities have done
featured in the column, contact info@fairfieldmirror.com.

Stags Say...

Notable Quotes
Amaris Rodriguez
Senior

Verna Michaud |
Sohpomore
No. I think
something sketchy
is going on.

Did the Malaysian
authorities handle the
search of the missing
plane correctly?

Yes. I think
they did the
best that they
could.

Matias Cordero
Freshman

Eric Ferrer
Freshman

No because they
never found real
evidence.

I think the
government is trying
to cover it up.

Janice Herbert
Junior
Absolutely not. Nobody should be sent a text
message that their family member is missing.
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Weekly 4x5
Because they
like to talk...

How did you spend your spring
break?

Your 2013-2014 4x5 Columnists:
Jennifer Calhoun, Luigi DiMeglio, Tom Shea and Connor Kelley

How did you feel about it snowing on Monday?

The MLB is now officially underway. What are you most excited for
this season?

With the Final Four set, how is
your bracket looking?

Only one month of classes left.
How are you spending it?

Honestly, the only baseball I care
about is played in the form of
Backyard Baseball. I don't know
how many times I've cited that
game, but I'd like to see a statistic
on that.

Pretty busted since Albany, Coastal
Carolina, Weber State and Cal
Polytech aren't the Final Four.

Waiting for the next "Game of
Thrones" episode.

Cancun. Tom. Wet T-shirt contest. 1 slept through it like any no-

I'm happy Jeter gets to play his last

That is all.

season without that nuisance A-ho,

U.C.O.N.N. UCONN! UCONN!
UCONN!

Extremely excited and sad and
anxious and oh my lord I'm a senior.
Get out of my way, it's getting real.

Seeing if I can get my hands on one
of those American flag blazers Jonny
Gomes wore to the White House. But
I guess repeating as World Champs
would be good too.

My boys from Dayton got the job
done, flying into the Elite 8. But most
importantly, UConn is back in the Final
Four. With one more win, one last trip
to Storrs for some debauchery may be
necessary...

Buckling down, getting my studies
done, doing the best job on every
assignment. Actually, that sounds
awful. If I still do any more work,
I might just do it at the bar to save
time. Hope professors don't mind
papers soaked in whiskey.

I can't decide if it will be watching
Albert Pujols tank for the third
year in a row, or watching Rangers
games for frames of Ron Washington, because he's a legend.

One of my brackets on ESPN is in
the 96th percentile. So what if only
half of my picks are right? Can't I
have nice things too?!

Sleep is my best friend right now. If
anyone somehow finds me walking
around campus, it'll essentially be a
Bigfoot spotting.

Really enjoying everything that
1 can't use that kind of language in
.r ^ .1
Bristol had to offer: staying in my this paper.
Jennifer Calhoun ,
,,,,.,,,
_
. „ ,.
house and when I decided to leave
Executive Editor , ,
the house, I went to different cities.

nonsense New Englander should.

Luigi DiMeglio
Managing Editor
Emeritus

Tom Shea
Multimedia
Manager
Emeritus

Connor Kelley
The Hammer
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er-, I mean A-Rod.

I'll put it this way: The phrase "Dos
cervezas, por favor" became such a
regular habit of mine over the past
week in Cancun, I can't remember
how to order a beer in English.

How would you feel if you left
a place where gorgeous women
walked around barely clothed, and
came to a place where people are
wearing three layers to class and are
as unhappy as Luigi when you tell
him to take a shower?

I went on a service trip to eastern
Kentucky. It was a fantastic experience spent with amazing people.

I think I'm done with this
"seasons" nonsense. Patrick Star
had the right idea. Can we push
Fairfield somewhere else?

Stag Spotlight: Felicia DaCruz and Alexys Vazquez
Women's Basketball
I remember we made it to the championship

whole new family. I became so close with all the

game my freshman year and that was probably

girls on our team and the coaching staff and it

one of the best teams I've ever been a part of

was literally like a second family to me.

since I've been here.

If you could sit down with
any three basketball players,
who would they be?

If you could sit down with
any three basketball players,
who would they be?

■

Definitely LeBron, Michael Jordan and
probably Stephen Curry right now. I love

Coach Gail [Strumpf-Cheney], Coach

watching him play.

Sabra [Wrice] and Coach [Dianne] Nolan.
I think being able to sit down and talk with

Junior guard Felicia DaCruz

them to see their standpoints and perspectives

Senior guard Alexys Vazquez

on basketball would be ideal.

How do you prepare for the
big games? How do you and
What is it like being on a Coach Frager deal in these
college varsity sports team? situations?
What are some of the perks?

What is it like being on a
How do you prepare for
college varsity sports team?
the big games? How do you
What are some of the perks?
and Coach Frager deal in
Felicia DaCruz '15: Definitely being part of
these situations?

I don't really think we go about it a different
Alexys Vazquez '14: It's amazing. A lot of

way than any other game. We have to go into

kids don't get this opportunity to play at college

them like it's a regular game and not think

who care about you and respect you. Just being

Coach Frager and the rest of our coaching

and it's really an experience that's taught me a lot,

anything more. Of course, we always play with

a Division 1 athlete is a great accomplishment

staff do a really great job of preparing and

like time management and discipline. It really

more heart, but don't really do anything different

too that I've always wanted to be as a player.

scouting other teams. We work on other team's

prepares you for the real world that comes after

than we're used to doing.

plays and things like that in practice. Also, we

it.

a team, being part of a family and having people

want to work on our game plan and how we

If you weren't playing
basketball, what other sport
would you choose to play
here?
Probably soccer. I played soccer when I
was younger and 1 played it in high school for

should go about beating each team that we play.

What's
your
favorite
basketball team and how
do you feel about them this
season?

two years. I loved playing soccer so that would
My favorite team would probably be

probably be the sport I'd play here.

What's
your
favorite
If you weren't playing basketball team and how
basketball, what other sport do you feel about them this
would you choose to play here? season?
Volleyball always seemed fun to me. I never

It's definitely the Heat. I can't lie, I jumped

played, but I've played Softball for most of my

on the Heat bandwagon when I.eBron left. 1 love

life. So it'd probably be Softball or maybe I'd try
volleyball.

watching them play with Bosh, D-Wade and
LeBron together, and they have Ray Allen, too,
so that makes them really good.

the Miami Heat. A lot of people ask me why
I like the Miami Heat, and I like LeBron

What is your best memory
while being on the basketball
team?

James because he's one of my favorite players.
Although a lot of people may disrespect him, he
carries himself and his confidence level never

What is your best memory
while being on the basketball
team?

drops. I think that the Heat are having a pretty
Just making it to the MAAC [Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference]

Tournament.

good season thus far.

Mv best memory is probably creating a

Photos by Shauna Mitchell/The Mirror
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DeSean Jackson headlines NFL controversies
By Matthew Schneider
Assistant Sports Editor
Only a few months removed
from the best offensive season of his
career, former Philadelphia Eagles wide
receiver DeSean Jackson probably had
no reason to believe that he would not
be at training camp with the Eagles this
lpcoming summer. However, allegations

of gang activity and a bad attitude
changed everything and Jackson's former
team decided to part ways with the
controversial receiver.
This decision left many scratching
their heads: Why would the Eagles release
one of their top offensive weapons who
seemed like a perfect fit for new head
coach Chip Kelly's up-tempo offensive

Contributed by Creative Commons
Wide receiver DeSean Jackson leaves the Philadelphia Eagles for the
Washington Redskins after being released for gang-related rumprs.
iti

system? After all, Jackson had just come
off a season in which he thrived, hauling
in 82 receptions for 1,332 yards and nine
touchdowns.
It transpired that an NJ.com article
had been posted the morning of the
release, alleging that Jackson was friends
with some members of a Crips gang that
had been involved in a few murders. The
Sagles decided that enough was enough.
They cut ties with a receiver who they felt
was more trouble than he was worth and
would be a bad influence on the vouth in
the locker room.
En the post-Aaron Hernandez
era, appearance seems to be everything
to NFL teams, so it shouldn't be that
shocking that the Eagles decided to
release Jackson once his past seemed to
catch up with him. It just goes to show
that teams would rather have a squeakyclean image that appeals to all than a
loud-mouthed, show-off receiver with
incredible talent and speed.
In addition to this problem,
Jackson's albatross contract was a major
issue with him staying on the Eagles. He
was slated to make $10.5 million next
year, a kingly sum for an undersized
receiver — Jackson stands at 5 feet 10
inches, 178 pounds — and Kelly felt that
he could find a suitable replacement in
the NFL draft. All of these factors spelled
the end for Jackson, who will be forever
remembered in Philadelphia for his
blazing speed and ability, as well as his
penchant for showboating and slacking
off.
.|
The case of Jackson calls to mind
the problems that have assailed some
of-the NFLs most well-known players.

Baltimore Ravens running back Ray Rice
was recently indicted for an aggravated
assault charge, which carries a three to
five year prison term upon conviction,
after he allegedly struck his girlfriend
Janay Palmer. If there is hard evidence
that Rice committed the crime — there
is surveillance video footage of a man
(allegedly Rice) dragging an unconscious
woman's bodv from an elevator — whv
is he still on the Ravens while Jackson is
looking for a new job?
it mav have something to do with
the team, as the Ravens are in wait-andsee mode, also having expressed public
confidence in Rice's innocence. It also
may have to do with the coaching staff
of both teams, as Chip Kelly has shown
himself to be a no-nonsense type of
individual who doesn't allow any back
talk from his players. Whatever the case
may be, it illustrates that the feelings of
one team are not always synonymous
with another when it comes to players'
conduct.
Former NFL player (and, perhaps
not coincidentally, a former Raven),
Ray Lewis is another example of how a
close shave with the law can affect your
NFL career. In his case, however, Lewis
seems to have gotten off absurdly easily
compared to what Jackson is going
through and Rice may go through. Lewis
was originally charged with the murder
of two men, but struck a deal with
prosecutors in exchange for testimony
against two of his companions involved
in the murder. The deal charged Lewis
with only a misdemeanor, putting him
only on probation by the NFL, instead
of serving a long suspension as some

assumed he would.
One would think that almost
being convicted of murder would have
hindered Lewis's reputation. Instead, it
only served to make him more famous.
Today he is working as an NFL analvst
for ESPN and is thought of fondly bv
most football fans as an emotional, but
tough former player. Why is a man who
had much more evidence against him
remembered with honor by many NFL
fans, but another man without much
evidence against him forced to look for
a new job?
The only answer that can be given
is that life is not always fair, and justice is
not always served.
While it may have been a bit
premature of the Eagles to cut Jackson
before they had the chance to comb the
NFL draft for his replacement, I feel that
they acted in their own best interests. If
they are able to draft an impact receiver
who can duplicate Jackson's production,
they will look very shrewd indeed.
However, if they are not able to replicate
the production that Jackson was relied
upon for, questions will surface on the
advisability of releasing one of the top
wide receivers in the league because of
personal issues.
I will personally remember Jackson
with fondness and always get a smile on
my face when I remember him returning
a walk-off punt return to win a key lateseason game against the New York Giants
in what was dubbed the "Miracle at the
Meadowlands Part II." I wish him the
best of luck for the rest of his career and
hope that he doesn't make the Eagles pay
for cutting ties with him.

Jack Murphy: transfer turned MLL draftee
By Jennifer Calhoun
Executive Editor
Change is inevitable. In fact,
it's known as the one constant in
life. Sometimes, change can be
a bad thing. But other times, it's
exactly what you need to excel.
For Jack Murphy '15, who is
in his last year of eligibility with
Fairfield lacrosse, the latter has
proven to"h£ld true.
Murphy began his college
career at Massachusetts Maritime
Academy.' He ' started 15 games
in the net and had an -41.09
goals agairfst .average (GAA)
in hi$ inaugural season. At the
conclusion j&f the season, 'Murphy
decided-ftwneeded
to iet3iaer»sse
.rf&3fcri* £'.-A.l *
take him to new places.
"I knew 1 didn't want to be
at Mass Maritime and it came
down to finding a school that had
both lacrosse and engineering ...
[Coach Copelan] was the only
persoi) to respond and say that I
had a chance to walk onto their
team," said Murphy.
Two seasons later, it would
appear as though Copelan made
a smart choice and saw something
in Murphy that would thrive in
the Fairfield program. On Jan.
10, 2014, Murphy was selected
59th overall in the Major League
Lacrosse draft by the Boston
Cannons.
"Well there are eight rounds
and I actually watched the first
seven rounds and then went to go
order pizza and got a text from one
T

of my buddies that I was picked
in the eighth round. So I actually
missed it," said Murphy.
Murphy continued-. "I actually
didn't believe it when he first
texted me that. But I don't know,
I wasn't really expecting it. There
was a couple like pre-mock drafts
that I was not a part of. So to find
out that it was all true was pretty
exciting."
Murphy is the fifth Stag in
three years to be drafted into the
MLL. The other four Stags were
Sam Snow '13, drafted 55th by
Denver, Marshall Johnson '13,
drafted 64th by Rochester in 2013,
Brent Adams '12, drafted 53rd by
Chesapeake in 2012..arid Charlie
Cipriano '12, drafted. '5'4th by
Denver in 2012.
It was the culmination of a lot
of hard work and exceptional play
that got Murphy to this point, and
to the captaincy in his final season.
In the 2013 season, Murphy
was a three-time Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Conference Defensive
Player of the Week, while playing
every minute of every game
throughout the season.
While tending the goal,
Murphy accumulated 165 saves,
which averaged out toll saves per
game, the eighth best in program
history.
This season has also begun
successfully for the Murphy, as he's
made 99 saves in the 10 games so
far.
That averages out to a .559
save percentage and has a GAA of

7.98. Murphy is optimistic about
the upcoming season, and with his
talents in the net, it would seem
like the Stags have every reason to
be so.
"Some of the goals at the
beginning of the season are
winning our conference. That's
basically the biggest one. I think
everyone on the team has that
one circled pretty high. We're.one
game in right now and it's looking
pretty favorable but Ohio State's •
obviously one of our bigger games.
Obviously also can't overlook Air *
Force."
, *■,;
Murphy is quick to loo.k at
his success as something that
has come from Copelan -arid the:
leaders who have made him the ■.'
player he is today.
"I have grown a ton as a
player. The coaches here are the
best coaches that I've ever had.
For example, my stances changed
100 percent. They know what a
successful player is and they kind
of just form you to your own
version of a successful player,"
Murphy said.
It would appear as though
everything has come together well
for Murphy.
His decision to transfer
schools, to train under Copelan, to
put in the extra effort to improve
and to continue to play at such a
high level are what have made
Murphy into another one of the
extraordinary players to make
Shauna Mitchell/ The Mirror
their way through the Fairfield Stag lacrosse goalkeeper Jack Murphy '15 is in the midst of one of his most
successful seasons at Fairfield University.
program.
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Softball suffers loss to Red Foxes
By Patrick Kiernan
Sports Editor
[-"airfield Softball dropped the first
game of their supposed doubleheader
against Marist College at a score of 10-0.
'Ihe second game of the day was rained
out.
In their first game of Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference play, the
Stags recorded just one hit and saw the
game end after the sixth inning as a
result of the mercy rule. They are now
2-14 in the season and 0-1 in conference
play.
Senior Kristen Felicia led the
game off with the only hit of the game,
a ground ball single through the infield.
The game ended with 16 straight Stags
retiring at the plate. Starting pitcher
Rebecca Trott '14 recorded seven
strikeouts before exiting in the sixth
inning.
She was able to manage through
the first inning, but had a rough time on
the mound in the second inning as she
gave up four runs, including a three-run
home run.
"I got a few pitches flat and they
took advantage of them," said Trott.
"They were hitting the ball really well,
seeing the ball and making those
adjustments that we weren't making and
they ended up doing better."
Aside from pitching, the Stags had
trouble seeing the ball from a hitters
standpoint. No Stags got on base after
the first inning and Marist pitcher
Janine Lalli '15 threw a complete game
one-hitter. She recorded two strikeouts
and did not give up any walks.
"We just didn't make any

adjustments off their pitcher," said head
coach Julie Brzezinski. "I think we have
to be a little more aggressive, especially
in our hitting counts. We just have to get
some type of streak going and string hits
together."
Following the second inning, Trott
was able to do a nice job of retiring the
Red Foxes, holding them scoreless until
the sixth inning. She had five of her
strikeouts and did not allow a hit during
that time.
To start off the sixth inning, Red
Fox Nicole Cheek hit a single that was
followed by a double by Aly Klemmer
that scored Cheek, making the score 5-0.
After another single scored Klemmer,
Trott was pulled from the game and
Lauren Falkanger '16 entered the game
to pitch for the Stags.
"They got a hold of the pitches
that were in and up flat and were hitting
them," said Trott about the sudden run
scoring by Marist in this inning. "They
were moving it around a little more and
keeping us off-balance."
Falkanger gave up a single to the
first batter she faced and then walked
the second batter to load the bases. Red
Fox Taylor Kuzma took advantage of
this opportunity and hit a grand slam
to put the score at 10-0. Falkanger was
then able to salvage a few outs to end the
inning.
in the bottom of the sixth inning,
[-airfield had to score or they would
see this game come to an end due to
the mercy rule. With the bottom of
the order up to bat, the Stags saw three
consecutive batters either ground out or
strikeout to bring the game to an end.
"I think the bottom of the

order just needs to be a little bit more
aggressive offensively," said Brzezinski.
"Hitting good pitches and not second

guessing them; I think that's not what
we're doing right now."
Fairfield softball is scheduled to

play their next home game on Thursday,
April 3, against Stony Brook University
at 2:30 p.m.

Contributed by Sports Information Desk
Pitcher Lauren Falkanger '16 receives a visit at the mound from her catcher, Lauren Liseth '14.

coming Softball Game
Wednesday, April 2 @ Quinnipiac
Thursday, April 3 vs. Stony Brook
Saturday, April 5 @ Canisius
Sunday, April 6 @ Niagara
Wednesday, April 9 vs. Sacred Heart

Women's basketball loses in semifinals of WBI Tournament
By Matthew Schneider
Assistant Sports Editor
The Fairfield women's basketball
team suffered a gut-wrenching defeat
at the hands of the Lmiversity of Illinois
at Chicago, losing 74-44 and ending
their season and Women's Basketball
Invitational championship aspirations.
The Stags never led, and fell
behind by as many as 33 points in the
second half. UIC's Ruvanna Campbell,
a redshirt sophomore, had 20 points
in the first half and collected her 25th
double-double of the season with 25
points and 17 rebounds. UIC shot 51
percent from the field (32 of 62) and
held the Stags to 33 percent shooting (19
of 57), including 23 percent (7 of 30) in
the second half.
What happened to cause such a
breakdown in the Fairfield offense and
defense? Senior Alexys Vasquez felt that
UIC was just bigger and more physical
than the Stags were, resulting in the
loss. She pointed to the athleticism of
the opposition being a major factor in
the game, and lamented the fact that the
Stags couldn't get hot.
"They were very athletic; they
were definitely bigger than us, that's
what gave us some trouble, not only
defensively, but we just couldn't score
on the offensive end," she said. "I know
at one point we started off really cold
and couldn't hit anything, but then we
started trading off baskets and they were
pretty athletic, so it was hard to stop
them."
Junior Felicia DaCruz felt that
UIC did a very good job of scouting
the Stags, resulting in UIC being able to
exploit their weaknesses.

"I think their post players did a
really good job of going to work early
inside and really keying in on their
strengths as a team. I think they scouted
us very well. We were just struggling
defensively with communication,"
said DaCruz. "I think we struggled
defensively not just in the first half but
in the second half too, that's why there
was such a large margin [between the
two teams' scores]."
When asked why the Stags were
unable to get anything going against
UIC's defense, DaCruz responded
that "they play a variety of defenses so
that definitely threw us off, but we had
prepared as well as we could have for the
game."
DaCruz added: "I felt like it just
wasn't our day. We had open shots, we
had good looks at the basket, but we
just weren't finishing, and the shots that
normally go in just weren't going in."
Most unfortunately, the inability of
the Stags to get hot combined with the
stifling defense of UIC spelled doom for
any chances of an advance to the next
round for Fairfield.
While the season's ending can be
thought of despairingly, it is also a time
of celebration. The efforts of the seniors
are remembered and the next batch of
stars are prepared for their chance to
shine. Although the team is losing five
seniors to graduation, DaCruz feels that
they will be able to come back better
next year.
"We are losing a lot of players,
including some good bench players, but
it's just a matter of how people are going
to step up next year," she said. "Two of
our freshmen are going to be good for us
and both of our transfers are going to be

Contributed by Sports Information Desk
The 2013-2014 women's basketball team huddles up for the last time before graduating five seniors this season.

able to put in some good minutes for us.
I think our team dynamics are going to
be much different next year, but we are
going to be able to compete with a lot of
teams. As long as we stay as a team and
work together we should be okay"
Echoing that sentiment, Vasquez
feels that the team will be able to recover
from the losses as long as they continue
to work hard and get contributions from
bench players.
"As long as they practice hard and
everything, they will do fine. What we'll
need next year is people from the bench
to step up and play their roles and they'll
be fine," Vasquez said.
Vasquez, who set a new singleseason record with 94 3-pointers, said
she was proud other team. She felt that

nobody considered Fairfield as a threat
to go far into the postseason, and was
content to prove them wrong.
"Although we didn't do as
well as we wanted to in the lMAAC
[Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference]
tournament, I think overall we had
an excellent season," said Vazquez.
"Nobody was really expecting it from
us. We really had no expectations in
this season and from anybody else, so
we just kind of did it for ourselves, and
I think we're all really happy with our
outcome. We made a great run in the
postseason tournament, so we ended it
off how we would like to."
DaCruz feels similarly to Vasquez,
and is proud of the team for defeating
difficult conference opponents and

having a good year.
"I feel like we had a really good
season. A lot of people didn't think we
were going to do too well just because
of how we did last season, but coming
in third in our conference, beating
Quinnipiac twice and Marist once and
having close games both times with
Iona," said DaCruz.
DaCruz added: "We were right
there, it was just a shame to have
lost in the first round of the MAAC
tournament. Going to the WBI was
such an honor, we played our best and
tried our best throughout the WBI
tournament and MAAC tournament so
I was pretty happy with our season this
year."
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Men and women's lacrosse reign supreme
Men's
By Travis Day

Contributing Writer
Sophomore TJ Neubauer
tallied four goals as the Stags (82) - winners of six straight - defeated the Bucknell Bison (5-6),
head coach Andy Copelan's alma
mater. Copelan, a 2003 graduate,
was a four-year starter at midfield,
earning all-conference honors his
senior year.
He helped lead them to four
consecutive Patriot League titles
and the program's first ever National Collegiate Athletic Association tournament bid in 2001.
"I'm proud of our guys, to
have a quick turnaround against a
team that was ranked in the preseason top 10," Copelan said. "And
[Bucknell] Coach Fedorjaka and I
are pretty friendly. He's a wonderful man and a great coach. He had
quite an influence on my life, so I

think the world of him."
The Stag offense got off to an
oddly sluggish start. Sophomore
Sean Doyle found the back of the
net first for Bucknell at the 12:37
mark. It would be nearly four more
minutes before the offense would
show any life for the Stags. Junior
Colin McLinden got on the board
first, netting the first Fairfield goal
of the game at 8:48. Freshman Jake
Knostman followed suit, putting
the Stags up 2-1 with 7:21 on the
clock. Doyle would fire another
one past Fairfield goalkeeper Jack
Murphy '15 shortly after, tying the
game at 2-2. This score wrould remain for the rest of the quarter.
The Bison would strike first
again in the second quarter, with
Brock Ghelfi's '16 sidearm shot
sneaking past Murphy. Neubauer
would score his first goal of the
game barely over a minute later to
pull the Stags back 3-3 at the 12:26
mark. Senior Peter Burke would
sneak an almost identical low shot

past Murphy to push the lead back
to 4-3 for the Bison. Neither offense could get much going for
the remainder of the half, except
for Neubauer's second goal of the
game with 1:15 left to play to level
the game yet again at four goals
apiece.
"They're a really strong riding team so we had to account
for that," Copelan said of the slow
opening quarters. "We kind of got
away from who we have been. As
the game wore on, I thought we
managed that very well."
The Stags would finally strike
first in the third period. Freshman
Dave Fleming scored three and
a half minutes in to put Fairfield
up 5-4. Another goalless stretch
would pass before Tom Black T4
fired home another low shot for
the Bison with 6:07 on the clock
to pull even at 5-5. This was as
close as Bucknell would get. Junior
Drew Federico scored with 35 seconds left, opening the floodgates

for a huge Stags fourth quarter.
"We just talked about playing
our game, focusing on ourselves,
playing unselfishly," Neubauer
said. "Shots just opened up, Colin
[McLinden] was able to find a lot
of people. It all ended up working
out for us."
This rang true, as Fairfield's
offense suddenly got red hot. Senior Eric Warden would finally get
on the board at the 12:18 mark.
Neubauer would score two more
back-to-back goals of his own in
the following minutes. Just like
that, the Stags found themselves in
control with a 9-5 lead, and Bucknell had no answer.
Fleming delivered the dagger
with 4:58 to play to put Fairfield
up 10-5. Apart from a consolation goal with 20 seconds to play,
the Stags would comfortably see
out the remainder of this contest,
coming away with a 10-6 victory.
The Bison came into this contest tallying only 83 goals in ten

games this season, good for a near
dead last ranking in all of Division
I. In turn, offensive efficiency had
to be Fairfield's focus, as Bucknell
outshot the Stags an impressive
43-27.
This marked the last game to
be played at Alumni Field, as construction of Rafferty Stadium is set
to begin on the same site on April
7. The new home of Stags lacrosse
is scheduled for opening by the beginning of the 2015 season.
Fairfield hits the road for
their next three games, starting
with another Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Conference showdown at
the University of Michigan.
"We have our hands full," Copelan said. "We get to play in the
Big House after their spring football game. We have to make sure
that we're just as motivated to go
2-0 in the conference."
The Stags return home next
on April 26 for their regular season finale against Ohio State.

Colin Bell/The Mirror
Fairfield men's lacrosse huddles as a team during their victory against Bucknell on Tuesday, marking their sixth consecutive victory. Teamwork has been vital to the Stags' success.

Women's
By Jesse Erickson

Assistant Sports Editor
Rain, shine or even snow,
Fairfield's women's lacrosse team
hasn't let the weather slow them
down. Despite the rain on Saturday afternoon, the Stags took control of the field against the Niagara
Purple Eagles.
After coming off a close victory against Sacred Heart University on March 26, the team knew
they had to strengthen their game
in order to prove their upcoming
dominance in Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference play.
"We were very well prepared
for Niagara because we had a
tough game against Sacred Heart
(14-10)," said captain Melanie
Raso '14.
"We knew that Niagara was
scrappy and they were better than
they had been so we all went out
there and played as a team."
Last season, the Stags defeat-

ed Niagara 18-7. But, with new
players to the field and more determination, Fairfield was ready
to crush the Purple Eagles. Their
willingness to do so was clear in
the first couple minutes of the
game.
Starting off the first half
strong, Fairfield's Julieanne Mascera '16 netted the first goal for
the team just two minutes into the
game. Following the momentum
of Mascera, Fairfield put five more
goals onto the board before Niagara was able to get past Fairfield's
defensive line, led by Meghan
Reda'15.
Despite being ahead by five
goals, the Stags continued to
pressure Niagara. Freshman Alex
Fehmel put two goals on the board
for the Stags in the remainder of
the first half, along with Riley
Hellstein ' 17, Jenna Slowey '14 and
Raso.
Fairfield outshot Niagara by
15 goals, won 10 of the 16 draw
controls and fought for 14 ground

balls, while Niagara only managed to take away five ground balls
from the Stags.
After being shut down by
Fairfield in the first half, Niagara
attempted to win back a lead in the
second half with Fairfield ahead
12-3.
However, it would be Fairfield's Fehmel assisted by Colleen
Reynolds '16 who would score the
first goal of the second half.
The Purple Eagles fired back
with two goals making the score
13-5, but it was one of the last
strides Niagara would make to
catch up to tighten the score before the end of the game.
The Purple Eagles continued
to pressure offensively, winning
eight of the 12 draw controls. But,
the Stags prevailed and scored another five goals before the end of
the game, making the final score
of the matchup 19-7.
"We felt really good about
this win because it's the most we've
ever scored as an attack and we

were able to get a bunch of different people in so we were able to
see how everyone played together,"
said Raso. "And this is one of the
first games that we have played
from start to finish."
Raso, captain of the team and
one of the top players in the offensive league who has received
MAAC honors multiple times, has
recently been extremely close to
breaking several program records,
particularly the record number for
draw controls.
Against Niagara, Raso won
her 141st draw control, tying the
program record.
Although she has her own accomplishments, she only spoke of
the accomplishments her teammates have already been making
in the season, especially those of
freshman rookie Hellstein.
"She came in strong once our
captain Addie Reilly [T4] went
down because of injury and she
has showed herself between the
draws, between the scoring, be-

tween everything we need her to
do on the field," said Raso. "I think
that shows that she has brought a
lot of momentum onto the field
and it shows that you can come in
as a freshman and do such a good
job on the field."
Just this week, Hellstein, who
plays attack, was named this week's
MAAC's Rookie of the Week.
She scored three goals for the
Stags in the matchup against Niagara. Raso, along with the rest
of the team, hopes that Hellstein's
prominence in the league continues to grow.
Although picked to place
third in the league according to a
MAAC poll, the Stags are currently seated in first place since MAAC
has started.
Like always, the team will
continue to practice to get closer
to their ultimate goal: winning
the tournament. But until then,
now 6-3, the Stags will be traveling to Iona to take on the Gaels on
Wednesday, April 2.

